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The Making of a New 
City of Galveston 

How the Water Gateway of the Southwest Is to Be 
Protected Prom the Ravages of Storm and Tide 

% 
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ALVESTON will within the 
next three years be. in a posi
tion to bid defiance to the 
worst storm and tidal wave 
which the Gulf of Mexico can 
kick up. The 17-foot sea wall 

9 ' facing the gulf side of the city has been 
about completed, and the work of rising 

'ifitthe grada of the city to the level of the 
.. ai:;top of this barrier is to begin, according 

,s»ato the terms of the contract, within the 
' - next 60 days. The board appointed by 

-• v.; the governor has awarded the contract 
- ' for this work. The plan which the con-
sitetractors propose is to construct a canal 

•••!.." SdffpO feet deep from the bay inside and 
. about 200 feet from the seawall. They 

- •:_* estimate that it will take 11,000,600 cubic 
a yards of filling to raise the eity to the 

-.I- j .level of the sea wall. This gigantic en-
I'i Jt ginec ring feat will, when completed, take 

5 its place as one of the nine wonders of 

f? the world, and will co^t the county under 
£ , t., 'the contract price of 18% cents per cubic 

t m ' "'yard nearly ?2,000,000, for which the 
**V'7 city will issue bonds. 
'7 * At the time of the awful catastrophe 

iof September, 1900, when the city was 
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.- .almost wiped out of existence and 6,000 
presidents perished, the prediction was 

quite generally made that the city would 
•/never be rebuilt; that the thriving m-e-
• troplis had received a blow from which 
she would never recover. Industrious 
inewspaper men and magazine writers 
under such captions as "The Solving of 

i^Galveston's Problem," "The Lessons of 
5 Galveston'? Flood," etc., told how Gal-

veston's site might be abandoned for a 
• .-safer location. La Porte, the only ele

vated point on the Texas coast, being 
35 to 40 feet above the mean sea level, 

%was picked out as the probable location 
Mof the new Galveston. Twelve members 

of the rivers and harbor committee of 
;.- congress, with^£hairman Theodore. F. 

vBurton, of Ohio, at its head, inspected 
.La Porte. A ship canal was projected 

channel in the inner harbor was ?300,000; 
for repairing the jetties $750,000. In 
the fall of 1901 a board of engineers was 
appointed to study the problem and re
port on the best method for protecting 
the city. This board reported in April, 
1902, and work was soon after begun on 
the sea wall. This wall is built of con
crete and is to protect the east and south 
sides of the city, with a levee to pro
tect the city on the west. The work on 
the sea wall and levee has. progressed 
far enough to permit the beginning of 
the work of rising the grade of the city. 
The sea wall is 3% miles long with its 
top 17 feet above mean low water. This 
wall is founded on piles and protected 
from undermining by sheet piling and 
riprap. The sea face of the wall is 
curved so that its upper portion is ver-
ticle and its rear face is to be filled be
hind by an embankment, the top of 
which will be paved with brick for a 
width of 35 feet and planted with Ber
muda grass for a further distance of CO 
fefet. The levee portion of the protec
tive barriers of the city is to be 300 feet 
wide with side slopes of one feet in 2i 
feet, and is intended to be built upon. In 
brief, the city will be surrounded on 
three sides by a structure whose top is 
higher than the high water in-1900. The 
fourth or unprotected side is that facing 
Galveston bay, and here the city is high
er than the highest water ever recorded 
previous to 1900. The diagram produced 
herewith shows, a transverse section of 
the eea wall and is self-explanatory. 

The total cost of the work undertaken 
will be $3,505,040, of which sum £1,294,-
755 was for sea wall. Special ma&inery 
was made for the. building of the sea 
wall, and by the. end of last year the 
work was being actively prosecuted. Dur
ing this year this work has been prac
tically completed. Galveston now lies 
behind a massive stone- wall, but gradu
ally as the skill of engineers is exerted. 
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which was to be 25 miles long and from 
•, 20 to 22 feet deep. Over eight miles of 
l' tho canal had. been completed at that 

*"^time and the construction was being 
• pushed. It was proposed to establish a 
dry dock and naval station at La Porte 
which would cost from $8,000,000 to $10,-
000,000. 

But Galveston refused to be pushed 
off the island, or be run out of business 
by a little thing like the Gulf of Mexico. 
Something.of the Chicago spirit possess-

the city will rise up, up, vp until her 
streets are on a level with the broad, 
flat top of the ssa wall. Future genera
tions will listen with abso: bed-attention 
to the stories of how Ga'veston used to 
be flooded by the encora ^hing waters of 
the gulf, of how in the terrible storm cf 

j 1900 the city was near'y swept from its 
j foundations and washed into the bay 
but they will never see Galveston's 
streets rushing rivj rs of water,- they 
will never know th.-, horrors of the ca 
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ed her. If Holland's 1,000 spare miles 1 astrophe of 1900. X new Galveston—a 
of territory, much of it below the sea j monument to the triumph of man over 
level, and which supports 1,000,000 souls, 
could be protected by 100 miles of dikes 
along the Zuyder Zee,surely Galveston's 
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few miles, five to 17 feet above the level 
; of the sea, need not be abandoned be
cause once in its history the water had 
risen to a height of 15 feet and the wind, 
the fiercest known to annals, had blown 

• 120~"miles per hour. The protection of 
Holland, the elevation of large portions 
of Chicago, and of nearly the whole of 

: Saefamento, Cal., proved that the. Gal-
' reston problem was merely-one of engi

neering detail. „-• 
Never for a single, hour, even during 

the darkest period of the awful storm,-
has Galveston entertained the- thought 
that the city would be wholly or in part 

- abandoned. Eight days after the storm 
vessels were loading at the wharfs. The 
local papers never missed an issue, al
though for a few days their editions were. 

: single sheets, the size of hand bills, run 
. off on job presses. The banks opened 
for business on the. third day. Mer
chants ordered new stocks of goods as 

: soon as the telegraph lines were opened. 
It had been saidthattherebuildingof the 
railroad bridge would take two months, 
but in 12 days trains were running regu-

* larly into the city. 
Galveston is the natural water gate

way to the southwest. The city is built 
0*1 a narrow strip of sand 30 mile's long 
ai d one to three, miles wide. It has been 
we-1 said that the city was born of geo
graphy and commerce and that she can
not die- while there are a great west and 
ships that go to sea. The economic 
causesjyhich made Galveston the fourth 
general export port of the country still 
exist. The year's business following 
the storm showed substantial increase 

• over the year preceding. Cotton re
ceived to August 31,1901, was $2,177,983; 
that received to.August 31, 1900, was 
$1,710,263. The grain exports lor 1900-
01 were 14,010,378 bushels, that for the 
year before the storm, 1889-00, were 13,-
531,839 bushels. At least $5,000,000 has 
been spent in repairs and restora tion of 
the city since the storm of 1900. 

But the all-absorbing problem has 
been the protection of the eity lioin fur-
thsir inundation. Ift 1902 $1,715,217 were 

Fancy Masque BaJl Costumes 

j nature and nature's elements. This new 
j Galveston, rising »randly and confident

ly above the ruins which the raging 
waters of the guit left behind them, was 
not so much at: dreamed of before' the 
eventful year of 1900. Frequently the 
city had previous to that year been un
der water, bui; her people had simply 
waited for the waves to roll by, and th-e-rj 
went on doing more and more business, 
as the great southwest developed her 
inexhaustible «esources. But when the 
15-foot tidal wave swept in upon the 
city the inhabitants awoke to a sense of 
the danger which confronted them, and 
the prophecy made over 70 years ago 
came true. 

Stephen I«'. Austin, the Virginia pio
neer, who led the first American colony 
into Texas, rode across the coast plain a 
few feet above- the level of Galveston, 
and saw far inland a stranded schooner. 
The vessel iiad b;en carried there by 
some great storm -wave of the gulf and 
had been left a strange and hopeless 
wreck upon the prairie. "Some day," 

jsaid the founder of Texas, "the elements 
which did- that will sweep over this 
coast again." And they did. There was 
no meteorological station in those days 
to record the highest of the water and 
the velocity of the wind, but the-waves 
which bore upon their cres.t the great 
schooner far inland and then abandoned 
it to the lonely stretches of the prairie 
waste may have been as high and mighty 
as thoss- that rolled on Galveston in 
1900. If that thriving commercial city 
resting so dangerously near to the level 
of the waters of the bay could only have 
realized the full meaning of Austin's 
prophecy, perhaps years ago, the build
ing of the sea wall and the- raising of the 
grade of the eity wcuid have been un
dertaken. If it had been seen what would 
have been saved? Six thousand precious 
lives, and property valued i>t $17,(J00,C00, 
enough treasure to cover the cost of the 
1. resent improvements five times over. 
But it is true always and everywhere 
that individuals and cities and nations 
provide adequately against catastrophes 
only after a crowning disaster has fal
len. Then treasure boxes are opened and 
energies set in motion which bring 

epent for permanent protective improve-1 about same such transforming scene 
.ments. The appropriation madt' by con-

for deepening anA widening the 
that 

.veston. 
which is being enacted at Gal-
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THE WATER HEMLOCK. 

This Plant, Commonly Known 
Wild I'amnipN, lis Fatal to 

Men and Animals* 

A Bat Directoire 
^ <5-

Spanish Dancer. 

No.-wecian Peasant. Vivan-llera. Bre on G rl. 

HE season of masquerade 
dances is with us again, and 
many a young woman is 
wondering of what she can 

Vv5r make an acceptable cos
tume, and one that will be 
just a little out of the ordi

nary. We are not going to attempt to 
explain just how all the dainty cos
tumes pictured by the artist may be 
made, for there is no need of explana
tion, the pictures tell their own story. 
It is safe to say that from those pic-
tared may be found some which will 
be so far above the average as to stamp 
the wearer as a girl of originality and 

genius. See that of a bat, for in
stance. Is it not unique enough to 
suit the most exacting, and can you 
not imagine how charming it would be 
when made of gauzy black material 
that need by no means be expensive. 
The ribbon girl is another charming 
costume, that is far away from the or
dinary, and is not difficult of construc
tion, nor necessarily expensive. To 
prove that all of these are late and up-
to-date we need only say that our art
ist sketched them from costumes made 
for the present New York season, and 
that each and every one of them will 
be worn before the beginning of Lent. 

Gossip of the Winter Fashions 
HIS summer 
collar, that 
wide we had 
cape; Too 

saw the lace 
was so verj 
to call it a 
universal, it 

seemed everywhere, and its 
original use altogether too 
popular to be desirable. But 

there were other possibilities awaiting 
the lace cape. I saw yesterday a lovely 
evening coat of pale blue cloth, of 
which the entire top was formed by a 
lace cape, the lace, needless to say, 
dyed the precise pale blue of the cloth. 
Here is a tip, thought I, for some one 
with a lace tippet She can give it to 
her dressmaker, and instruct her how 
to contrive with it and some creamy 
white cloth a most delectable coat. It 
must be explained that the lacs top 
must be lined with a layer or two of 
chiffon, under which-there should be 
a warm woollen interlining, and then, 
of course, the satin that lines the whole 
coat There is, on the whole, no more 
popular idea than the cream cloth coat, 
especially for theaters. 

Tlie sequin smiles, thinking how the 
sartorial seers have in the past .prophe
sied its doom, for the sequin flourishes 

Every year the newspapers tell us 
of children heirs poisoned by eating 
wild parsnips. On investigation it is 
'ound that the "wild parsnips" eaten 
were not wild ^-rsnips at all, but wa
ter hemlock, known botanically as cicuta 
maculata. This plant is known by a vari
ety of names, dependent on the locality 
*here found. Some of these names are, 
wild hemlock, spotted parsley, snake
weed, beaver poison, musquash root, 
muskrat weed, cowbane, spotted cow-
hana, children's bane. It is a smooth. 

BABY BEEF PRODUCTION. 

Gain Largely Dopen«l» on At;c of tk« 
Animal and the Way in Which j 

It Is Fed. 
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undaunted. It knew it was indispensa
ble all the time; and whereas once it 
was just the black or the silver sequin, 
we now have the saucy thing in every 
color of the rainbow and in all sorts of 
substances. The robe cannot exist with
out sequin, and the world of women 
cannot exist without the robe. The 
robe has been woman's best solace for 
the dilatory sins of the dressmaker. 
With a robe and a maid of average 
abilities a frock may be called up as 
if by the wand of a fairy godmother, 
and no unsophisticated simplicity of a 
hasty pudding recipe would this be, but 
something filmy and sparkling and be
coming. The eternally useful black 
frock, for example, is almost always 
fashioned from the sequinned robe. I 
saw recently an altogether good black 
sequinned robe, in which the embroi
deries enclosed appliques of black 
Chantilly lace, whilst-the bodice picces 
were delightfully complete and ample 
and such a frock could be fitted tO slip 
on over a black foundation or a white 
foundation, or over a foundation of 

white with color between—emerald 
green, for instance—or sapphire blue, 
or vivid cerise, or mauve. 

A • chic whim across the "silver 
streak" consists in elaborately braid
ing coats with braids of the same color 
as the cloth; this identical braiding is 
fascinating, and looks 'so well with fur 
faeings. The short sac coat of a mole-
colored cloth costume I have seen was 
much braided over with identical 
braids and faced back with musquash 
moleskin, the relieving note being 
found in a waistcoat of scarlet velvet 
studded with tiny gold buttons. There 
is infinite charm in this effect of vivid 
color, gilt studded and just almost out 
of sight, as it were, or, as one might 
say, overshadowed, as was this, with 
furry fronts.. 

The note of gold that a year of two 
back invaded everything is getting 
rampant again, and when it reappears 
in such attractive whims as bullion 
embroideries, or tiny gilt buttons, or 
the galons that border • toques and en
rich coats, we can but give it a smiling 
welcome. A tailory toque of fluffy 
cloth (matching one's tailor costume 
or the blouse therewith worn) border
ed with gold galon, and finished with a 
cockade of the same, is the nicest no
tion of the moment for morning wear, 
and the universal whim just now in 
Paris. Such a hat of emerald-green 
fluffy cloth with a knitted waistcoat of 
emerald green looked awfully nice the 
other day with a black coat and skirt 
of severe build. The severe build cf 
tailoring is going to reassert itself, so 
all the tailory authorities declare, and 
these cheery, vivid red and green and 
pink, and blue and white knitted waist
coats seemed to have just timed them
selves to the event. If we once again 
exploit the severe tailor-made, we shall 
have something better than ever be
fore, something with such a 
cheery waistcoat, and fitting immacu
lately, and fashioned of most pleasing 
cloths and tweeds. We shall supplant 
with a perfect mould tha fascinations 
of the picturesque tailoring, and who 
shall say the perfct mould is not as 
becoming as the picturesque—at least, 
where that which is within he shapely 
or can bs rendered shapely? 

But I can never see why we should 
be either only severe or only pictur
esque; why cannot the two styles co
exist, fulfilling their separate ends—the 
elegantly severe tailor-made for cer
tain uses and the elegantly picturesque 
frock for social occasions. A frock of 
velours mousseline that I saw the other 
day that had a lace pelerine bodice 
pleaded most eloquently the cause of 
the picturesque; indeed, so persuasive 
are these picturesque costumes, I can
not see how we are going to part witfc 
them for the gowns of stiffened and ag
gressive richness that formerly co-ex
isted with the plain tailor-made. We 
cherish hopes that Fashion will make a 
new departure, persuading these twc 
extremes to dwell together 10 the end 
that, we may enjoy both. But abou; 
that picturesqiv; froc.v. with the lace 
pelerine. What a nice notion it was! 

I So sugpesllve a pelerine like that m!£h-
j be fitted over any last season's frc.-k 
; and the lace might be either exuctlj 
i ihe color of the material or the .1st 
j ordinary ireain or twine tono&j - . 

WATER HEMLOCK. 

erect perennial, three to eight feet high, 
with a rigid, hollow stem, numerous 
branches, finely-dissected leaves, white 
flowers, and a cluster of spindle-
shaped roots, which vary in length from 
one and one-half to three inches, and 
are very characteristic of 'the plant. It 
grows commonly in swamps and damp 
soils from the Atlantic states to Iowa 
and Minnesota, and lesn commonly in 
Nebraska and New Mexico. 

This is one of the most poisonous 
plants in the United States, being rap
idly fatal to both man and animals. 
The roots are especially dangerous, 
because the taste, being aromatic and 
to some people suggestive of horse
radish, parsnips, artichokes, or sweet 
oicely, lead children to eat them. Cat
tle sometimes eat the tubers when 
they are washed out of the ground by 
freshets. The loss to stock from eat
ing this plant is quite considerable. The 
prominent symptoms of the poisoning 
are colicky pains, vomiting, staggering, 
unconsciousness and • frightful convul
sions, ending in death.—Farmer's Re
view. 

Feeders of baby beef, who keep their' 
animals up to their work, are known 
to make a gain of over two pounds 
daily for 12 months. This gain depends 
upon the age of the animal and the 
manner in which it is fed. A matter, 
that should not be overlooked by the' 
farmer is the appropriate food for each 
animal; he should aim to increase tha 
weight by making the animal as fat as 
possible, as fat is more easily produced 
on an animal than either lean meat ot 
bone. It has been shown that to in
crease the excess of either fat or lean! 
on an animal depends upon the ago. 
The natural inclination of a yearling 
animal is growth, and the system de
mands materials containing but • 
small portion of fat producing quali
ties, but as growth adds to weight, the 
more rapid the growth the greater (he 
increase in weight, which, of course^ 
accounts for the quick gains made by 
young animals as compared with those 
approaching maturity, and which fact 
gives rise to the claim that baby beef 
is the cheaper form of theAwo. To 
know the breeds and how to ;use them; 
to be aware of the ftict that:• some 
breeds assimilate more food and give 
off less waste than others, and to learn 
how to convert food into a salable 
product quickly and economically la 
what each one must study out for him
self. Have a pair of scales, weigh fre
quently and note the ratio ejf increase 
in weight. By so doing one can cover 
the causes of failure and correct mis
takes. The time is coming when the 
farmer will not be satisfied with less 
than a pound a day from b^th for his 
farrows and wethers up to one year old. 
In approaching maturity gains are not 
so great, but previous to that animals 
for the block should be pushed. Fi
nally, breeds that gain weight in the 
high-priced portions of the carcass 
must be given preference, and feeders 
must know that they are breeding for 
definite results. Baby beef must have 
the fat in the right place.—Agricultural 
Epitomist. «-

GOOD TONICS FOR HOGS. 

The Kind of Mixture That Should IM| 
Acceasiblc to Them All the 

.'-•J' ^ 
Year Aronnd* 

CATCHY ADVERTISING. 

Saggestiona for Farmers and Dreed* 
era Who Have Learned to Value 

Publicity. 

HIDING MANURE PILE. 

Simple and Inexpensive AVny of Hid* 

iuK Objectionable Sights of Any 
Kind from View. 

Farmers and breeders are rapidly be
coming advertisers on the same scale 
as merchants and manufacturers. They 
are learning that where they have sur
plus products to throw upon the mar
ket the best way to get the' right cus
tomer is through the use of advertising j ?ou"l'w!th" droppings 
space in reputable papers that circulate ' 
among the people they wish to reach. 
In fact, the farmer and stock raiser is 
as much of a manufacturer as • the 
builder of self-binders and as much of 
a merchant as the * storekeeper who 
sells him his clothes. The same ele
ments of success enter into agriculture 
as in commerce, although possibly in 
varying degrees, and one of these ele
ments is advertising. 

The farmer and breeder, however, are 
still new at advertising. They have yet 
to learn by experience that the best ad
vertising is that which produces the best 
results, and that results are gauged, 
first, by the circulation of the pa
per, and, second, by the attractive 
character of the advertisement. The 
farmer who is placing advertising should 
Insist on , knowing what he is paying 
for—how many copies of his advertis
ement are to be distributed, lie should, 
furthermore, follow the example of the 
merchant in the makeup of his an
nouncement. He should ha-e some
thing to sell, and tell what it is in un
mistakable language. He should picture 
how his advertisement will look in 
print, so as to mal:e it attractive in 
every way, and write the copy just as 
he wants it printed. The publishers 
are always eager to help their patrons 
make their announcements attractive 
and effective, both for the sal e of <i < 
advertiser und for the improvement of 
the paper. Farmers who are adver
tisers will do well to remember 
these suggestions.—Twentieth Century 
Farmer. 

The manure from the horse or cow 
must be thrown out in a pile beneath 
the stable,window, often to be an eye-

Shlpplne Ekk« In Winter. 
Shipping eggs in winter requires care

ful packing. Eggs are liab.e to become 
frozen in the crates v.hen the cold is 
intense, although the crates may be 
made tight and the- egps inclosed in pa
per partitions. There is co remedy tor 
the drawbacks, and the only safe "plan 
is to keep the eggs until the weather 
mod;rates. Sawdust is sometimes us^d 
In the crates to fill up the spaces and 
prevent the ingress of cold air, but it only 
adds to the weight. If one has the time 
to bestow, the fggs may be wrapped 
in wadding, ar.u piaced in the papsr par
titions; '."at. the merchants who receive 
thtni may object to the extra labor im
posed upon them of leutnvingthe cover
ing trom the u;gs after arrival.—Farm 
and Fireside. 

SCREEN FOR MANURE PILE. 

sore to the owner, neighbors or passer
by. A w.ay to hide the small manure 
heap is here illustrated. A tight fence 
of boards, on two sides, the boards 
painted like the stable, and the un
sightly. manure heap is hidden from 
view.—Orange Judd Farmer. 
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It is necessary to keep constantly ac
cessible to all hogs, both pigs and old 
hogs, some material that supplies lime 
and salt to aid in bone-building, as an 
appetizer, and to remove intestinal par
asites. This mixture should be kept 
in a strong box protected from rain, 
and quantity and frequency with which 
pigs will visit and eat of the mixture 
will often be surprising. The follow
ing is. the mixture that we use: - t . 

Charcoal, one and one-half bushels,^ 
Common salt, fbur pounds. 
Hard wood ashes, ten pounds. ' V-

Slacked lime, four pounds. 
Another thing which is good for the 

pig is a variety of feeds. Pigs do bet
ter on a variety than on any single 
feed. This fact is scarcely ever dis
puted by the farmer, but is often 
enough ignored to give it same empha
sis. Just how much better the pig will 
do if fed a variety, we will let the pig 
himself testify; for whatever other 
mean thing a pig will do he will not 
tell a lie about his feed. 

Fresh water, shade in summer, grain 
food when on grass, and dry bed free 
from dust, shelter in winter, and above 
all, when confined, have the area suffi
ciently large so that it will not become 

and mud bugs. 
These are essential for successful hog-
raising.—Arkansas Bulletin. ,y"> i 
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POULTRY YARD NOTES. 

To treat fowls for health is better than 
to dose them for disease; 

Season sott food with salt. It sharpens 
appetite and aids digestion. 

A handful of sunflower seed now and 
then adds lusttr to the plumage. 

Hens will pay well lor table scraps. It 
is wasteful to teed them to mongrel doga 
and cats. 

Litter i:i which there Is tough, wiry 
hay is not sale to put on the scratching 
lloor. If eaten it causes crop-bound 
conditions. 

Much time Is wasted on farms in win
ter by the men folks that might be made 
profitable by caring for the pcultryand 
producing winter eggs. 

To renew the vitality of a flock it is 
not necessary to cross-breed and make 
them mongrels. Better get males of a 
different strain or family of tlie tamf 
variety.—Farm Journal. :r 
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